EAA Chapter 24 Meeting Items
14 February 2019

Agenda
• Call to Order – Introduce Newcomers/Visitors
• Minutes of last meeting – any corrections?
Old / Continuing business:
• Young Eagles :
– Starbase kids (5th graders) at Lawton airport, 9 AM, 16 Mar (Sat), 18 kids
– Navy JROTC (15‐20 kids), Sat. 23 March, our Pancake Breakfast
– Others are long term: ACE camp in June, Guthrie open house, etc.

• Pancake Breakfasts and Young Eagle flights; current schedule,
all are 4th Saturdays of the month:
– 23 March, 27 April, 25 May (Memorial Day weekend), 22 June
– 27 July, breakfast but possibly no YE flights due to attendance at
Oshkosh
– 24 August, 28 September, 26 October, then end for the winter

Agenda
Old / Continuing business:
•Treasurer’s report
Activities calendar for 2019 – do we want to do one?
•Low turnout for last year at events
•Do we want to do a navigation challenge or a spot landing
contest? Again a lot of work for low turn out – need to publicize
better
VFR club for the chapter – 1098 at Shawnee is doing one
•Looks to be straight forward and engenders good safety
discussions
•Need a committee of two or more to run it – volunteers?
•Kit Fox aircraft progress update: Nicholas Rutledge/Eric
Muehlberg/Jay Burgess.

KITFOX UPDATES
Progress since last update
• Instrument panel

• Wingtips
• Tailwheel
• On track for a May 2020
to Aug 2021 completion.

Progress to date – 594 hours

Kit Fox Update Comments
1. Updated completion estimate of May 2020 ‐ Aug
2021
2. Financials: We have spent $1,200 of the $1,500
allocated over a year ago. Ready to ask for a bump up in
the budget for the Spring as we get ready to cover the
wings. Amount needed?
3. Education: We now have 3‐4 high schoolers who are
regularly attending build sessions. Reaching out to
younger aviation enthusiasts is part of our objective and
we are starting to see results.
4. Steady progress with over 25 different individuals
who have spent at least an hour helping with the project.

Estimated # of hours to complete
Kitfox is 1,000‐1,400.

Current Completion
Window May 2020 to
Aug 2021

594 hours

Financials

Grand total $1,232.28

Website Updates and Pictures
•Progress updates can be found at http://www.mykitlog.com/burgess_jay@

Want to Get involved?
• We meet on Wednesdays from about 6:00 – 8:30 give or take .
• Anywhere from 4‐12 people at any given work session.
• We have had 20+ people work on the project at one point or
another and we would like to get even more involved!
•Email me at burgess_jay@msn.com to get added to our email
group
• Or text Jay at 405‐819‐6397.
• If you have unused supplies that you can donate please do so!!
Thanks ☺

New Business
EAA FORD TRIMOTOR
• In November, 2018 we launched Project Tin Goose to help gain support for EAA's
1929 Ford Tri‐Motor's new wings. We are pleased to announce that we are nearly
halfway to the $160,000 goal for private/chapter donations.
•Silver ($2,500‐$4,999):
• Ch. 939 ‐ Southport, NC
Bronze ($1,000‐$2,499):
• Ch. 420 ‐ Casper, WY
• Ch. 241 ‐ Dekalb, IL
• Ch. 5 ‐ Middlefield, OH
• Ch. 1355 ‐ Afton, TN
Other Support (< $1,000):
• Ch. 304 ‐ Jackson, MI
• Ch. 170 ‐ San Luis Obispo, CA
•Please communicate your chapter's interest in participating by February 28th.
•Visit www.eaa.org/tingoose to pledge your support or contact Robin Kasel at (920)
426‐6507 or rkasel@eaa.org.

EAA FORD TRIMOTOR
Both new wings were
delivered to the Three Rivers
hangar and the left one is in
position for final fitting of
the wing attach points. The
vendor, Hovaire, left the
wing attach brackets
unriveted until they could
get the angle of incidence
and dihedral perfect.
Once the wing gets the attach
points permanently fixed in
position it will be taken back
down for paint. At the same
time, the other wing will be
hoisted into position to go
through the same process.
The wings are absolute works
of art. It sounds like this will
be ready on March 1.

A ERO Day

TUESDAY, MARCH 19TH
AT THE STATE CAPITOL
BUILDING
SHOW AT 0930
•OAC provides the lunch
•Need an EAA exhibit,
handouts, people in chapter
shirts and nametags
•Purpose is to show new
Governor’s staff and new
legislators the impact of
aviation in Oklahoma
•Chance to showcase EAA to
public and lawmakers in a very
positive way
•Would like 3‐4 people at the
minimum to show up
•Should last until about 1PM
•Chapter 24 Pres will be there
as OAC commissioner

RAY AVIATION SCHOLARSHIPS
• Ray Foundation has donated $1M to fund the scholarships.
–
–
–
–

Goal is 80% success rate vs. 20% average now
Up to $10K per scholar, managed by EAA
Administered by local chapter
We pick the youth scholar, Dan Burdette would be focal point

• Chapter 24 nominated to apply. Last count was 140
chapters applying for 60‐80 slots
• We have a good rep with HQ because of our YE program,
pancake breakfasts, Air Academy sponsorships and other
activities.
• Applied on 30 January, selection by HQ/ EAA on 12 Feb 19
• Stay tuned and think who we might want to have as Ray
Aviation scholar

Tinker Air Force Base | June 1‐2, 2019
Star Spangled Salute Airshow
• Thunderbirds are
the headliners
• Other acts, military air‐
craft and warbirds
• Huge airshow!
• EAA encouraged to participate
• Display 2 to 3 aircraft and the KitFox?
• Start thinking about it now and forming a
subcommittee

Aircraft of the Month
This month we’ll talk about a homebuilt accident
•Accident occurred Friday, September 16, 2016 in Wasilla, AK
•Carbon Concepts, registration: N8008Z
•Company out of Wasilla, Alaska
•Failure of both leading edge slats resulting in crash, pilot
seriously injured

Homebuilt accident
• The commercial pilot reported that the accident flight was the
first flight in the experimental, amateur‐built airplane since
he had completed building it. He added that, shortly after
departure, while in level cruise flight, he heard a loud “pop”
and immediately saw that the left wing’s leading‐edge slat
had buckled and distorted, which made the airplane difficult
to control. While maneuvering for an emergency landing, the
pilot had to make significant power adjustments to maintain
control. After making a right turn to begin the approach to
the airport, the right wing’s leading‐edge slat failed, which
resulted in an almost complete loss of airplane control.
Subsequently, he guided the airplane to an open road using
the rudder and varying the engine power settings. The
airplane struck the top of a tree before impacting the road in
a nose‐low attitude, which resulted in substantial damage to
both wings and the fuselage.

Carbon fiber 4 foot long Leading edge slat
Each wing was equipped with three carbon fiber
leading‐edge slats located center, inboard, and
outboard. A detailed examination of the airframe
and engine revealed that the right wing’s leading‐
edge slats exhibited features consistent with
compression failure of the leading edge, trailing
edge bond failure, lack of adhesive in the joints,
and ply bridging. In addition, the right inboard slat
attachment bracket exhibited deformation
patterns consistent with an overload failure. The
left wing leading edge slats exhibited no leading‐
edge damage but had signatures consistent with
resin starvation. In addition, the left attachment
bracket between the inboard and center slats
exhibited features consistent with an adhesive
failure in the joint and a disbond at the
attachment. Microscopic examination of the
attachment bracket revealed a lack of adhesion,
improper surface preparation, and improper
adhesive thickness. No other airframe or engine
anomalies were noted.

Homebuilt Crash Discussion
• Homebuilt aircraft crash rates are steadily
declining, approaching same rate as commercially
manufactured aircraft
• Unusual to see an accident of this nature
• How to prevent? Looks like he needed some
serious construction training and over the
shoulder mentoring and quality checking
• That’s why we have chapter technical advisors
• When in doubt, stop and call an advisor, call the
manufacturer, check websites, blogs and videos,
EAA videos are super source for technical help!

Van’s RV‐ 10 Background
• First flight was 29 May 2003. As of late 2016, over 815 have
been built
• The amount of time and effort required to build the airplane
can vary greatly, but Vans claims that the average first‐time
builder can complete it in 2,000 hours.
• Gary finished his 2009 after spending two years and three
months, but spent nearly 3‐4 hours every work day and 12
hours per day on the weekends. A supportive spouse is very
essential to do this!!
• The total price of the standard‐build kit as of December 2016,
was US$ 46,090, which did not include an engine or avionics. A
"quick‐build" option was US$59,530.
• Expect a finished aircraft to cost over $125K depending upon
avionics and paint

Last Minute, “I Forgot?”

